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INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE AS A REFORM STRATEGY
IN THE CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Kenneth K. Wong, Robert Dreeben, Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., and Gail L. Sunderman

WHAT IS INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE?

Decentralization is no longer the dominant reform strategy in the Chicago Public Schools

(CPS). The Chicago School Reform Amendatory Act, which took effect in July 1995, reverses the

trend toward decentralization of authority over school operations and redesigns the governance

arrangement so that power and authority are now integrated. Integrated governance reduces

competing authorities and coordinates activities in support of system-wide policy goals.

Integrated governance in Chicago is characterized by:

Mayoral appointment of board members and selection of top administrators;
Elimination of competing sources of authority, such as the School Board Nominating
Commission and the School Finance Authority;
Powers granted to the Board of Trustees to hold Local School Councils (LSC)
accountable to system-wide standards;
Creation of the position of a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) that oversees the top
administrative team, including the Chief Education Officer.

With integrated governance fewer policy actors compete for decision making authority.

The 1995 law suspended the power of the School Finance Authority, eliminated the School Board

Nominating Commission, and diminished the ability of the Local School Councils to operate

independently of board policy. Further, integrated governance is designed to facilitate policy

coherence and improve organizational collaboration among major actors. As a result of the 1995

reform, the board, top administration, and city hall are closely linked by appointment decisions

emanating from the mayor's office. Finally, integrated governance relies on an administration that

enjoys strong managerial authority. The 1995 law expanded the financial powers of the board and

enhanced the powers of the CEO to manage the system.

Several questions arise concerning this redesigned system of governance. Is integrated

governance more effective in addressing the complex challenges facing the Chicago public

schools? Specifically, how does the redesigned system of governance address issues of teaching

and learning, failing schools, and finance and management? To be sure, these questions cannot be
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fully addressed by reviewing a mere twelve month record. However, policies developed during

the first year are critical because they define the vision and priorities of the new administration.

What does the new board's first year performance tell us about school improvement? Our

study found that the integrated system tends to improve the conditions for teaching and learning

in four ways:

Mayoral control facilitates policy coordination and reduces institutional
fragmentation.
Integrated governance improves the financial and management functions of the entire
system.
Integrated governance allows for a sharper focus on schools with the greatest
academic needs.
The school system is able to broaden its political base of support.

The importance of these accomplishments notwithstanding, our study also identifies

several challenges that the new leadership needs to address.

The need to institutionalize key leadership qualities that contribute to administrative
success in the long run.
The need to address competing demands on resources and, at the same time, maintain a
focus on improving the lowest performing schools.
The need to improve linkages between the central office and the schools in ways that
would meet system-wide standards and goals.
The need to monitor the quality of educational services provided by outside consultants
and attend to problems of curriculum and instruction system-wide.
The need to maintain entry and professional standards for principals system-wide.
The need to improve the quality of the teaching force.
The need to insure continued political and financial support for the schools from the
state.

In the following analysis, we specify how the governing institutions have been redesigned,

how the change facilitates particular kinds of management and educational initiatives, and the

consequences of these actions. The first section outlines the data collection strategies used to

analyze the institutional redesign of the Chicago system and the changes in the 1995 Amendatory

Act that facilitated this institutional redesign. In the second section, we analyze the four ways this

redesign enables the board to improve the conditions affecting teaching and learning. We

conclude with a discussion of the constraints faced by the new administration and the policy

implications of the direction and action the board has taken.
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How the Research is Conducted

To examine how governance redesign facilitates the administration of the schools, this

study adopts a comprehensive institutional perspective.! This perspective considers how broader

institutional arrangements (top-level political, policy, and administrative institutions) influence

resource allocation, supportive services of the central office, leadership selection, and professional

development. Particular attention is paid to how system-wide institutions create the conditions

that affect teaching and learning in the classroom.

Between July 1995, when the new board and administration took over, and June 1996, a

team of researchers from the University of Chicago Department of Education and the Irving B.

Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies examined the redesigned governance system in

Chicago. Three research strategies were used to collect information: (1) the administration of two

survey questionnaires to key stakeholders; (2) an analysis of the media coverage of educational

issues; and (3) interviews with school administrators and principals.

First, a framework was developed that takes into consideration the performance of various

key institutional actors, the duties they perform, and the obstacles inherent in their governance

tasks.2

Accordingly, we designed a survey questionnaire that was used to rate actor performance.

The governance actors included in the survey are: the governor of Illinois, the Democratic and

Republican lawmakers of the Illinois General Assembly, the mayor of Chicago, the Chicago Board

of Education (and the Chicago Reform Board of Trustees), the Chicago Public Schools central

administration, and the Chicago Teachers Union.

About one hundred members of the policy community from Chicago and Illinois were

asked to rate the seven governance actors on their performance of approximately seventy duties

and responsibilities for two time periodsMay 1993 through June 1995 and July 1995 through

January 1996.3 The first time period served as a useful benchmark to assess governance changes

following the July 1995 restructuring. The questionnaire remained virtually identical for both time

periods, thereby enhancing the possibilities for before-and-after comparison. The questionnaire

has one section for each institutional actor that contained a list of duties and responsibilities

pertinent to that actor. Respondents were asked to rate the actor's performance on each duty/task

J
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using a four point rating scale: 1=failing, 2=poor, 3=satisfactory, 4=very good. In addition, the

respondent was asked to rate the general difficulty of the duty: 1=not difficult, 2=routine

difficulty, 3=quite difficult, 4=extreme difficulty. This type of survey provides useful information

on perceived performance of institutional actors and is not meant to be used as a sole measure of

the actual operation of the system.

Second, articles related to education in two major Chicago newspapers, the Chicago Sun-

Times and the Chicago Tribune, were tracked between August 1, 1995 and May 31, 1996. Based

on the content of the news reports, we classified about 400 articles into a matrix of eighteen actors

and eight issues. We pay particular attention to eight actors that include: the mayor, the governor,

the Chicago School Reform Board of Trustees and the Chicago Public Schools central

administration, the Chicago Teachers Union, the Local School Councils, advocacy groups, the

business community, and the media (editorials).

Major educational issues covered in the two newspapers were grouped into eight

categories. "Finance and budget" included articles on the school budget, intergovernmental

revenue, per-pupil expenditures, funding mechanisms, purchasing, and spending. "Teacher

issues" included union activities, the teachers contract, and work-rules affecting teachers. Under

"governance" we included activities of the Local School Councils, the Chicago School Reform

Board of Trustees, and the Illinois State Board of Education as well as issues regarding the school

code, waivers, legislation on charter schools, and other political issues. The "teaching and

learning" category covered classroom issues, professional development for educators, educational

innovations (such as small schools or alternative schools), and curriculum and instructional issues.

A distinction was drawn between "management" and "facilities." Articles were classified under

facilities when they focused on construction, repair, rehabilitation, warehouses, and maintenance,

whereas management included the terms, procedures, and conduct of business, professional ethics,

school audits, and contracting out to private vendors. The "assessment" category included

references to the Illinois Goals Assessment Program (IGAP) and other school-wide assessments.

"Social" issues included (non-LSC) parental involvement, student demographics, race, and the

broader community environment.4
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Finally, using semi-structured questionnaires, we interviewed board members,

administrators in the central office, principals, and others in the education policy community. At

the central office, we conducted eighteen interviews with administrators responsible for

developing and implementing the education programs. Principals were interviewed in twelve high

schools and twelve elementary schools. These schools were chosen to represent different

geographic areas of the city, school types, and socioeconomic characteristics of the student body.

Where possible, elementary schools whose students "feed" into a particular high school whose

principals we interviewed were selected. Documentary materials were also collected from the

board that include board policies, educational program descriptions, budget information, and the

agenda of action and attachments for the Chicago School Reform Board of Trustees meetings.

Institutional Redesign Under the 1995 School Reform Law

Prior to the 1995 legislation, there were multiple centers of power that defined the policy

agenda of the Chicago public schools.5 The major actors, categorized by four institutional types,

are shown in Table 1. Among the policy institutions, the School Finance Authority (SFA) and the

Public Building Commission (PBC) limited the policy making ability of the school board. The

SFA, created by the legislature in the late 1970s, approved the school budget and the PBC issued

bonds for the construction and renovation of school buildings. In 1988, the SFA was given

additional authority to monitor the implementation of the 1988 Chicago School Reform Act and

conduct financial and management assessments of the operations of the Chicago School Board.

Further, an Inspector General was appointed to conduct investigations into allegations or incidents

of waste, fraud, and financial mismanagement. These statutory provisions constrained board

autonomy by forcing the district to attend to the priorities of other institutional actors. Frequently,

conflicts arose over the competing perspectives of the board and these actors. For instance, the

SFA's focus on cost efficiency often drove central office policy at the expense of education

policies.

The board's financial authority was severely undermined by a projected budget deficit of

$150 million in 1993. This was precipitated by the 1988 School Reform Act which removed state

Chapter 1 funds from the central administration and disbursed them directly to the schools.6 The



State of Illinois did not replace the funds lost by the central administration. Federal, state, and

local mandates, union agreements, and existing court orders that specify how board revenues can

be used further limit board discretion over the use of funds. With powers preserved under

categorical mandates, departments within the central office often operated independently of the

superintendent's office and competed with other departments for control of resources and services.

The city-wide board was further constrained by powers exercised by the Local School Councils

and influence exerted among organized interests, such as the Chicago Teachers Union.

By the seventh year of LSC empowerment, the mayor, state policy makers, and various

groups of stakeholders were increasingly frustrated with the decentralization experiment, despite

the advocacy efforts by some researchers to depict an image of successful reform. Dissatisfaction

with the 1988 reform came from various sources. First, students in Chicago schools continued to

perform poorly. There was no major improvement in student achievement during the seven years

of parental empowerment. Second, the LSCs, the centerpiece of the 1988 reform, failed to

develop into an institution that broadened parental involvement in school affairs. Indeed, voter

turnout among parents and community representatives dropped by 68% between 1989 and 1993.

Third, parents and the public remained uncertain of whether schools would open on time in

September, 1995 due to another budgetary crisis. The board was unable to eliminate a $150

million deficit and resorted to borrowing to keep schools operating in 1993 and 1994. Fourth, the

Chicago school board and its top administration failed to restore public confidence in the system

and key appointments were often filled by candidates of questionable competence. Finally, Mayor

Richard Daley was frustrated because his power over school board appointments was substantially

constrained by the nominating commission that the 1988 legislation created. Often, the mayor had

to pick candidates from a slate that included his toughest critics.

In 1995, the Republican controlled legislature, with the support of Mayor Richard Daley,

the business community, and the governor of Illinois, passed legislation that altered the

governance arrangements of the Chicago Public Schools? The 1995 law left the institutional

actors we identified intactelectoral, policy, administrative, and organized interests (Table 1).

However, it altered the distribution of power and redesigned the governance arrangements so that

power and authority are now more integrated. The law reduced the number of policy actors by
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eliminating the School Finance Authority and the School Board Nominating Commission. It

strengthened and centralized the administrative structures by linking the CPS administration to the

board and the mayor, and placed the Inspector General and the newly created Academic

Accountability Council under the jurisdiction of the board.

Most importantly, the law expanded the financial authorities of the board. For one, the

legislation removed the balanced budget requirement and suspended the budget oversight authority

of the SFA. It also collapsed a number of funded programs (for example, K-6 reading

improvement, Substance Abuse Prevention, Hispanic Programs, Gifted Education, among others)

into a general education block grant and a number of categorical funds into an educational services

block grant. Additionally, state Chapter 1 funds not allocated to the schools could now be used by

the district, and changes in the pension fund requirements allowed for greater flexibility in the use

of pension monies. Finally, the board's tax levy authority was changed so that there were no

longer separate levies earmarked for specific purposes.

The 1995 law also altered the division of labor in terms of the top administrative offices.

It created five "big chiefs," with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) at the top of the system. The

Chief Purchasing Officer, Chief Operating Officer, and Chief Fiscal Officer report to the CEO and

are in charge of financial management and the operation of the system. The Chief Education

Officer is responsible for the educational programs and academic accountability. Finally, the 1995

law enhanced the authority of the board and CEO, transferring authority from other administrative

layers to the central office and CEO. The law streamlined the process for placing schools on

remediation by expanding the authority of the CEO to identify and intervene in poorly performing

schools and reducing the number of actors involved in the process. The law eliminated the

subdistrict superintendencies (eleven positions) and transferred the duties of that office to the

CEO. To encourage privatization, the board was given the authority to contract with third parties

for services otherwise performed by employees.8
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FOUR FUNCTIONS FACILITATED BY INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE

Integrated Governance Improves Management

The 1995 changes made integrated governance possible in the Chicago Public Schools.

While the legislation left intact some features of the previous arrangements, it reduced competing

institutional authority and recentralized administrative authority. The law decreased the size of

the fifteen member board to five and put the mayor in charge of appointing board members, the

board president, and the Chief Executive Officer in charge of the schools. Since the board

appoints the top administrative officers, these changes facilitate a closer link between the mayor's

office and the central office. Under this arrangement, education becomes a part of the mayor's

policy agenda and gives the mayor the option to decide the amount of political capital he is willing

to invest in improving the schools.

More focused, top down governance was facilitated by eliminating the School Board

Nominating Commission and making the mayor responsible for appointing the school board

members and Chief Executive Officer. Under the previous system, the school board nominating

process was driven by competition between the mayor and the Nominating Commission over the

appointment of school board members. The commission was responsible for preparing slates of

potential board candidates from which the mayor appointed board members. The Nominating

Commission was constituency-based since the route onto the commission was through the Local

School Councils. Through the selection of candidates, the Nominating Commission was able to

serve as gatekeeper by insuring the "ideological" commitment of the board members to the Local

School Councils. Once on the board, constituency concerns dominated and often prevented the

board from operating from a system-wide perspective.

Once in charge of the schools, the mayor demonstrated a commitment to improving school

system performance. Mayoral control, however, did not generate constant media attention on city

hall. As our analysis of news reporting shows (see Table 6), the mayor appeared only seventeen

times in education news articles in the city's two daily papers in a ten month period. Instead,

Mayor Daley's influence has been exercised through his appointment decisions. The two top

positions, the president of the Board of Trustees and the Chief Executive Officer, are from the

mayor's office. Gery Chico, president of the board, was the mayor's Chief of Staff, and Paul
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Val las was the city budget director and, before that, revenue director. In addition to Chico and

Val las, the majority of appointments made between July and December 1995 to positions in the

operations, management, and fiscal departments were from the City of Chicago. As seen in Table

2, 54% of the appointments to these departments were from city hall, while 21% were from the

private sector, 9% from other public institutions, 6% from nonprofit organizations, and only 9%

from within the school district.

The new administration acted swiftly to demonstrate a commitment to efficient

management by adopting a business management model. The management and maintenance of

school buildings, for example, was reorganized to stress customer service and contracting out.

The board eliminated the Bureau of Facilities Planning in the central office (resulting in the

elimination of 10 jobs), reduced the number of positions in the Department of Facilities Central

Service Center by half (26 out of 50 positions were eliminated) and reduced the city-wide

administration of facilities from 441 positions to 34. Contracts for these services are now with

private firms. To oversee the management and maintenance of school property, the board

negotiated contracts with five firms to provide property advisory services for each region.9

Under this arrangement, the firms advise principals and the Department of Operations on property

management and provide custodial, engineering, and construction related services to the schools.

In addition, the board pre-qualified a number of general construction contractors for schools to

select from.

Taken together, these actions significantly improved public confidence in the ability of the

board and central administration to govern the schools, giving the top administration the

legitimacy it needs to carry out its educational initiatives. Indeed, our analysis of the 1995-1996

performance of the seven governance actors shows that the board, central office, and the mayor

made significant gains over their 1993-95 performance ratings (see figure 1). While all actors

made gains over this period, only the performances of the three city actors have edged into the

"satisfactory" category.10 The performance of the other actors remained in the "poor" region,

indicating that the survey respondents are still not satisfied with the overall performance of the

governor, the Democratic and Republican lawmakers, and the Chicago Teachers Union.
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Tables 3, 4, and 5 take into account task difficulty in the performance of the mayor, board,

and central office. Duties are stratified into three difficulty levels. The first level, the seemingly

"easiest" type of responsibility, consists of routine duties performed as a matter of course. The

next stratum of responsibilities consists of policy and educational tasks requiring initiative at the

district level. They are no longer routine and include activities (such as school improvement) that

parents and the electorate are most interested in. Finally, the third stratum consists of long-term

investment in the schools, such as securing funds for the schools or addressing issues of teacher

incompetence.

All three actors (the mayor, CPS administration, and board) are now perceived as

performing satisfactorily on Level 1 and Level 2 duties, but not as well with the more difficult

tasks of Level 3, such as providing LSC training or securing increases in state funding. The mayor

is given credit for appointing a well qualified board and top administrative staff. The board and

central administration is recognized for negotiating a four-year contract with the teachers union,

balancing the budget, and reducing waste. Most importantly, both the mayor and the central

administration are perceived as articulating a clear mission and realistic policy goals.

Finally, by strengthening the centralized authority of the school system, the 1995

legislation shifted the balance of power between the central office and Local School Councils.

Prior to 1995, the central office competed with the Local School Councils for authority over the

educational agenda. LSCs had broad authority, but there was little direct accountability or

oversight. For example, state Chapter 1 funds went directly to the schools, but the board remained

accountable if the money was misused. Selection of principals by the LSC was often influenced

by the constituencies of the particular neighborhood."

The new administration has signaled the LSCs that they can no longer operate with

complete independence and have incorporated the LSCs into the overall system by defining

standards and responsibilities they must adhere to. This policy establishes fifteen criteria covering

the actions of the principal, staff, local school council, and local school council members.12

Under the new board policy, the board declared that an "educational crisis" existed at Prosser

Preparatory Center and Nathan Hale School. At each school, the LSC was disbanded.13 The LSC

at Prosser was declared nonfunctional in part because of its failure to approve the School
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Improvement Plan or evaluate the principal. At Hale, the LSC was suspended after LSC members

were found to have intruded in the day to day operations of the school, entered classrooms

unannounced and uninvited, and failed "to follow the law regarding their powers and

responsibilities," among other violations.14

The success of the administration in dominating the educational agenda is evident when

media coverage of the major education actors is examined. As figure 2 shows, of the eighteen

actors, the central administration received the most news coverage, with a total of 163 counts,

during this time period. Further analysis of the eight actors suggests that coverage of Local

School Councils was virtually absent (with a total of only twenty-seven counts) except during

April 1996, when Local School Council elections were held (see Table 6). Central office

visibility is even more evident when the number of news counts is disaggregated by issue area (see

Table 7). For example, in contrast to the LCSs, the central administration received a great deal of

media coverage regarding teaching and learning issues. While the eight actors were mentioned a

total of eighty times in issues pertaining to teaching and learning, the central administration

accounted for almost half of these news counts.

Enhancing the "Unitary" Interests of the System

The institutional actors concerned with the Chicago Public Schools have an interest in

maintaining or advancing both the financial position and the overall managerial competence of the

entire school system. The 1995 governance redesign enhanced the ability of the central

administration to perform these financial and management functions efficiently. For example, the

new reform board and central office administration balanced the school budget, negotiated a four

year contract with the Chicago Teachers Union, developed a $787 million five year capital

development plan, and floated construction bonds for the first time in nearly twenty years.15

Prior to 1995, the decision making ability of the board was constrained by a number of

statutory provisions. The board was required to have a balanced budget approved by the School

Finance Authority. Under the 1988 Chicago School Reform Act, the SFA conducted financial and

management assessments of the operations of the Chicago School Board. Further, an Inspector

General was appointed to investigate allegations or incidents of waste, fraud, and financial
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mismanagement. Clearly, the authorities of these actors competed with board authority. For

example, the SFA was able to force the district to attend to cost efficiency rather than its own

educational priorities, thereby limiting board autonomy.

The 1995 law suspended the budget oversight authority of the SFA, removed the balanced

budget requirement, and placed the Inspector General under the authority of the board. In

addition, the board was granted new authorities that expanded their financial powers. A number of

funded programs (for example, K-6 reading improvement, Substance Abuse Prevention, Hispanic

Programs, Gifted Education, among others) and categorical funds were collapsed into a general

education block grant and an educational services block grant, respectively. Table 8 shows the

distribution of funds by revenue sources for three years, FY 1994, FY 1995, and FY 1996.

Although total revenues available to the board declined by 8% in FY 1996 from the previous year,

revenues going into the General Funds increased by about 2% (or $28.5 million). Additionally,

the board acquired greater flexibility over the use of pension fund monies and Chapter 1 funds not

allocated to the schools. Finally, there were no longer separate tax levies earmarked for specific

purposes.

These changes increased board discretion over school revenues, allowing the board to

prepare a four year balanced budget and negotiate a four year contract, including a raise, with the

Chicago Teachers Union. These actions brought both financial and labor stability to the system.

Indeed, by March 1996, Standard and Poor's raised the CPS bond rating from a BBB- to

BBB, and Moody's from a Ba to Baa, allowing the board to issue bonds for the construction of

new buildings under lower interest rates than before. The four year teachers' contract meant the

board could focus on developing and implementing its education agenda.

Central Office Focus on Schools with the Greatest Needs

The 1995 law incorporated a focus on accountability and academic achievement that

compelled the administration to target the lowest performing schools within the system for

intervention. Declaring that an "educational crisis" existed in Chicago, the 1995 legislation

directed the Board of Trustees and the CEO to increase the quality of educational services within

the system.16 It enhanced the powers of the CEO to identify poorly performing schools and place
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these schools on remediation, probation, intervention, or reconstitution.17 Prior to 1995, the

subdistrict superintendent, not the school board, had the primary responsibility to monitor the

performance of the schools and identify non-performing schools. In the past, to place a school on

remediation or probation required the approval of the subdistrict council, which was made up of

parent or community members from each Local School Council within the subdistrict.

With the new legislation, the board and central office responded by focusing on the lowest

performing schools within the system. In January 1996, Val las placed twenty-one schools on

remediation for failing to meet state standards on the IGAP for three consecutive years.I8 Only

six schools were placed on remediation by the previous administration. At the same time, the

board removed two elementary school principals because the schools failed to improve after a year

on remediation.

By focusing on the lowest performing schools, the board policy, in effect, assumes a

redistributive character. This is evident when the socio-economic characteristics of the schools

placed on remediation are examined. The twenty elementary schools have a predominantly

African-American student body, and have higher rates of poverty, mobility, and chronic truancy

than the district as a whole (Table 9). The high schools on remediation are also more likely to

have a predominately African-American or Hispanic student population and be above district

averages for poverty, mobility, chronic truancy, and dropout rates (Table 10). While 57% of all

high school students are African-American, 78% of the students are African-American in the eight

schools on remediation. The average dropout rate in the eight high school sites is 35% higher than

the dropout rate for the district as a whole.

The board and top administration reorganized the central office to reflect the focus on

accountability and established the improvement of IGAP scores as the primary objective of the

system. While other departments within the central office were eliminated or significantly

downsized, the administration created the Office of Accountability, which has grown from a staff

of fifty in September 1995 to ninety in July 1996. This office monitors the performance of the

schools, identifies low performing schools, and intervenes in schools that are not performing well.

One administrator said that the mission of the department is "...to fix schools...so they won't fall

below a safety net."19
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The Office of Accountability has several departments that are in the process of launching

various programs to level up schools where tests scores are low. The Department of School

Quality Review is working with the Illinois State Board of Education to develop a review process

to evaluate all schools once every four years. The Department of School Intervention works with

schools on the state's Academic Watch List or in remediation. These schools receive a one day

visit from the staff in School Intervention, which recommends corrective actions and pairs them

with consultants to provide technical support. In December, 1995, the board approved $1,335,500

in contracts to universities and colleges to work with thirty schools on the watch list.20

The placement of departments within the Office of Accountability and the alignment

between offices also reflect the administration's focus on narrowly defining accountability as test

score improvement. For example, the Department of Standards, Assessment, and Research was

created to replace the former Research, Evaluation, and Planning Department. The department's

focus changed from reporting and analyzing data to aligning assessments to standards. By placing

standards and assessment in the same department, the administration underscored its emphasis on

outcomes and test scores. However, within the central office there remains conflicting views

about how to best structure central office relationships with individual schools. Many

administrators advocate aligning standards to the development of curriculum and instructional

strategies, rather than to outcomes, to stress the importance of curriculum and instruction to the

process of teaching and learning.

Broadening the Political Base of Support

The link between the mayor's office and the board can facilitate political support for the

school system. With the redesign of the governance system, Mayor Richard Daley has been more

willing to invest his political capital in the Chicago schools. To restore public confidence, the new

administration has projected an image of efficient, responsive, and "clean" government. The

administration has also taken a number of steps to strengthen the support of the business

community for the public schools. This support becomes crucial when appealing to the Illinois

legislature because the business community can lobby in favor of the board's legislative agenda,

thereby lending the board credibility.
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Building a Positive Public Image

To restore public confidence in the public schools, the board undertook a number of

highly visible initiatives to eliminate waste and corruption within the system. It established the

Office of Investigations to identify instances of misconduct by employees and financial

improprieties by contractors and vendors. This is in addition to the Inspector General, mandated

by the legislature to investigate incidents of waste, fraud, and financial mismanagement, and

placed under the jurisdiction of the school board by the 1995 law.

In a number of highly publicized events, the management team discovered nearly $1

million worth of spoiled food stored in a warehouse and more than $250,000 in furniture and other

schools supplies.2I The furniture was shipped to about 170 schools while CPS negotiated with

the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Illinois State Board of Education to replace the

outdated food with locally purchased foods. Another $5 million in wood, tools, and supplies were

found stockpiled at four satellite school storage areas and a storage area at the CPS central

office.22 Besides the potential financial savings of these disclosures, it sends a message to the

community that corruption and waste will not be tolerated.

Contributing to the positive public perception of the schools is administrative

responsiveness to the community. Indeed, the administration articulated a vision of inclusiveness

in which the broad community works together to improve schools.23 The CEO meets regularly

with civic and business groups, while the Chief Education Officer meets with universities,

education, and parent groups. The numerous public appearances of the CEO and the president of

the Board of Trustees, and the openness of the CEO to meet with diverse advocacy and interest

groups in the city are also strategies that portray the administration as responsive to community

concerns.

The central office instituted several mechanisms to respond to complaints at the school

level. One of the primary responsibilities of the Office of Schools and Regions, for example, is

responding to "referrals" from parents, teachers, and principals. In addition, the top administration

sends community and parent complaints that it receives on to the Office of Schools and Regions

for resolution. One administrator said, "The management teamthe CEO, Chief of Staff and
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Deputy, and the officers of the four units are very responsive to the general public, almost to the

point where I wonder if I am spending my time as well as I could."24

Consolidating Business Support

The mayor's appointments to the Board of Trustees reflect a concern with consolidating

business support for the schools. Three of the five board appointmentsGene Saffold, Sharon

Gist Gilliam, and Norman Bobbinsare from the business community. Moreover, the distribution

of appointments within the central office reflect the mayor's commitment to improving the fiscal

conditions and management of the system. Of the forty-five new appointments in the central

office made between July 1995 and December 1995, 73% were made to operations, management,

and fiscal positions while only 27% were made to education positions (see Table 2).

To further enhance business support for the schools and the perception of efficient

management, the new administration reorganized the central office according to business

principles that stress downsizing and privatization. Within one year of implementing the new

system, the number of staff positions in the central administration declined almost 21% (see Table

11). The majority of these cuts came from city-wide administration and services. The reduction

was achieved through awarding contracts to private providers for food services, distribution, and

facilities. Other reductions were obtained by consolidating the eleven district offices into six

regional offices.

The administration's strategy of focusing on management and budget issues early on can

be viewed as a serious effort to establish political credibility. Thus, the administration balanced

the budget, developed a five year capital development plan, and negotiated a four year teachers'

contract. This strategy paid off with improved public confidence in the ability of the

administration to manage the schools and stabilized relations with the union. Believing that

raising test scores is the basis for long term political support, the mayor, board, and CEO have

now taken this as their primary strategy. Better test scores, it is hoped, will form the bases for

increased state funding and the continuation of the current centralized governance with the mayor

in control of the schools. This arrangement is likely to shift additional power back to the central

office, including the establishment of qualifications for the appointment of principals by the

central office, and to further diminish the Local School Councils' role. Indeed, in August 1996,
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the legislature adopted legislation that allows the Board of Trustees to develop additional

standards and requirements to become a principal.

DEFINING THE POLICY CHALLENGES

Given the policy concerns the administration has addressed in its first year, there are

several challenges that the mayor and the board must confront in order to improve teaching and

learning in the Chicago schools. Table 12 summarizes these challenges as well as issues that have

yet to be addressed. In maintaining integrated governance, the mayor, board, and central

administration must improve financial and managerial functions system-wide while promoting

policy coordination and creating an incentive structure that rewards professional competence.

Further, the administration and board will need to manage competing demands on resources so

that attention is not diverted from serving the lowest performing schools. More importantly, the

administration will need to enhance the overall quality of teaching professionals in order to

improve instruction throughout the system. Attention to curriculum and instruction is crucial if

classroom practices are to improve. Finally, in the long term, continuation of the current

governance arrangements and increased financial support for the schools depends on the state

legislature. The mayor and board will need to continue to deal with a legislature that is cautious

about addressing the financial needs of Chicago.

In the following section, we discuss a number of potential challenges the current

governance actors need to address. First, how can key leadership qualities essential to the long

term effectiveness and stability of the system be institutionalized? Second, how can the long term

support needed to continue a policy that focuses on the lowest performing schools be generated?

Third, how can linkages between the various layers of the school system be strengthened? Fourth,

how can the administration improve the quality of educational services across the system? Fifth,

how does the administration insure that well qualified principals are hired? Sixth, how can the

administration enhance the quality of the teaching staff? Seventh, how can the district generate

the political support necessary to reduce its vulnerability to state politics?
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Institutionalizing School Leadership

The mix of the three key actorsthe mayor, board, and top school administrationis

strong in terms of financial, political, and management experience. The current CEO and board

president bring strong management expertise and leadership skills that are complemented by the

educational expertise of the Chief Education Officer. However, the risk of putting power at the

top of the system is that the system is dependent on the capabilities of the leadership. If the mayor

appoints a capable leader, good things will happen. If not, the whole system could flounder. In

this case, the successful operation of the system depends on the managerial and leadership

qualities and skills of Paul Vallas and the other top administrative appointments.

We identified several qualifications that contribute to the effective leadership of this

administration:

Ability to articulate a clear mission and realistic policy goals;
Knowledge of the local political scene and understanding of the connections between
the schools, city hall, the state legislature, the business community, Local School
Councils, and local reform groups;
The political skills necessary to manage the conflicting interests of these various
groups;
Ability to manage competing demands without arousing the animosity of particular
groups;
Ability to focus on the collective enterprise rather than disaggregate school
management in terms of racial and ethnic considerations;
Administrative, managerial, and negotiation skills.

It appears that these qualities are rarely considered when hiring a school superintendent.

For example, Argie Johnson was hired in large part because of her educational expertise.

However, one of her first tasks upon arriving in Chicago was to negotiate a teachers' contract.

Several questions arise concerning the continuation and continuity of leadership in the

system. First, how can the system maintain effective leadership beyond a few years? Currently,

leadership relies on the mayor's abilities to select capable managers based on their particular

leadership and managerial skills. One step towards insuring ongoing effective leadership would

be to develop a set of standards for the selection of top administrators.

Second, how can stability of the top leadership be insured so that the time needed to

implement a particular agenda is there? Big city superintendents average about three years on the
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job before they are replaced. This has been the case in Chicago as well. Ted Kimbrough was

superintendent for three years before he was replaced by Argie Johnson. Johnson was

superintendent for 2 1/2 years when the 1995 reform law created the current system. Leadership

stability is essential if the vision and expertise of a particular team is to continue.

Third, what is the pool of potential candidates for leadership succession? Mayoral

appointment of the school board and top administration has widened the pool of potential

candidates to include individuals from business and politics as well as from education. This has

benefited the schools by bringing in people with a wide range of skills, and is an arrangement that

shows promise for future appointments. However, it is unclear how effective these appointments

will be in addressing educational issues.

Counter Demands to Redistributive Policy

Focusing on the lowest performing schools is a promising way to target the resources and

services necessary to improve these schools. However, the focus on the lowest performing

schools may face counter demands from other schools in the system if resources are diverted from

some schools to others. To continue to focus on redistributive policy requires the long term

support of state resources for two reasons. First, the 1995 law mandates a focus on academic

improvement and improving the quality of educational services. If funds are not adequate to meet

this challenge, it is likely that money will be diverted from system-wide educational improvement

to targeted, low performing schools.

Second, the state's share of educational funding has continued to decline, widening the

gap between the local and state share over the years. In 1994-95, the state provided for only 32%

of total revenues for elementary and secondary education, as Table 13 shows. Throughout the

state, districts now depend heavily on local tax revenues to fund education, with local sources

providing 59% of the school expenditures. Moreover, schools in Illinois are not as well-funded as

those in most other states. In 1990, Illinois ranked forty-fourth out of all fifty states in terms of

state per pupil spending. Conversely, the state ranked fourteenth in local support per pupi1.25

Indeed, as state activism in educational governance increased, state financial support for education

decreased.
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Gap Between Macro Policy and Micro Practices Remains

The public education system consists of several layers. The central office administration,

departments within the central office, regional offices, elementary, middle, and high schools, and

external partners all provide services to the schools. Frequently, these layers are loosely coupled

such that one layer has few, if any, linkages to the other levels. For example, departments within

the central office often operate independently of the central administration. High schools rarely

have linkages to the elementary schools that provide their future students. The goals and

objectives of the central office often compete with those of the schools, as is the case when the

central office emphasizes fiscal restraint while the schools focus on funding educational programs

and securing a teaching staff. The challenge is to create linkages between layers so that one level

provides support to the other, such as central office support to the schools, and, at the same time,

schools respond to system-wide standards and goals. While efforts have been made in this area,

linkages between layers remain uneven.

There are a number of linkages between the various layers of the school system that we

identified. First, there are those between the schools and the central office administration. This

includes school linkages with the regional offices, departments within the central office, the Chief

Executive Officer, and the Chief Education Officer. Second, connections exist (though generally

weak) among principals and teachers in high schools and feeder elementary schools. Third, there

are increasing interactions between the schools and external partners, such as consultants, business

groups, or universities. The scope and purpose of these linkages differ depending on whether or

not schools are performing well or had been placed on a remediation or the state's academic watch

list.

To facilitate communication between the central office and the schools, the eleven district

offices were reorganized into six regional offices. According to the Chief Education Officer, the

regional office serves as the primary point of communication between the central office and the

schools, disseminating information, board policies and procedures to the schools, and coordinating

region-wide meetings. Each regional officer reports to the Office of Schools and Regions in the

central office. However, many principals consider the region too large to be a meaningful
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administrative entity. Each regional office, in effect, serves ninety schools. One principal,

commenting on the regional offices, said:

"As for the Regional Office, I have very little contact with them. The region is too large.

It seems to be a deliberate attempt to add paperwork to give the regional officers a job. . . When I

first started out, the region had a real role. They mediated between parents and schools, between

principals, and between principals and the central office."26

Administrative responsiveness to the general public has meant the regional office has

become an administrative, intermediary layer within the system where people can go with

complaints rather than an effective link between the schools and central office. The regional office

spends a great deal of time managing conflicts and responding to "referrals" that come from

various sources, including the CEO, parents, teachers, and principals. For example, one region

contacted the central office regarding a parent who was trying to enroll a child in a particular

school. The region intervened when the parent was unsuccessful, and the central office intervened

when the region was unsuccessful. Principals also cite the regional office as a source of assistance

when dealing with complaints from parents.

Further, linkages between schools and the departments within the central office also

appear to be weak. For example, principals seem to be unclear about what it means to be placed

on remediation, what criteria are used when placing schools on remediation, and how to get off of

it.

In terms of curriculum support, the schools report they receive no assistance from the

central office. "They've just about torn up the curriculum department. Now there are one or two

people for 600 schools. It's impossible. The board puts out nothing. You're on your own, more

or less."27 Indeed, when staffing patterns in the central office are examined for curriculum,

instruction, professional development, and related educational support services between 1988 and

1996, the number of staff in these positions has been cut by 55% (see Table 14). The number of

staff allocated to curriculum and instructional support has gone from 125 positions in 1988 to 34

in 1996, representing a 73% decrease. During the first year of the Val las administration, further

cuts were made in the instructional support staff, with reductions totaling almost 50% (there were

65 positions in 1994-95 and 34 in 1995-96).



Even among educational staff within the central office, there is no consensus on how to

structure central office relationships with individual schools. On the one hand, and strongly

supported by Val las, is the top down, regulatory approach. The use of the remediation process and

the emphasis on business management as a crucial component to improving the schools exemplify

this approach. On the other side, there are those who advocate a performance driven system where

the central office sets standards and holds schools accountable. Standards are viewed as general

benchmarks about what students should know and the central office role becomes one of providing

technical assistance to help schools meet the standards. The conflict between the two approaches

is exemplified in many ways. At the same time the central office is developing standards, it is

developing time-allocation plans that tell teachers how to allocate their teaching time. The

curriculum department is charged with creating curriculum frameworks with suggested materials

on the one hand and developing a core curriculum with mandated curriculum tables on the other.

It is still an unresolved issue whether the central office will be organized according to a technical

assistance model or as a regulatory agency. If unresolved, this issue could become an obstacle to

school improvement if the present CEO were to be replaced with someone who was less resolute.

Contracted Instructional Services versus Capacity Building

The central office increasingly has relied on outside providers to deliver educational

services to the schools and professional development for teachers and principals. This has been

the strategy used with schools placed on remediation. These schools are paired with outside

agencies contracted to work with a school to improve academic performance. For instance,

$1,335,500 was awarded to eight universities and other organizations in January 1996 to work

with the schools placed on remediation.28 DePaul University School Achievement Structure

Program also received $616,000 in September 1995 to work with various schools to improve

student achievement.29 This contract was extended to $2,053,333 in February 1996.30 To

provide professional development services for principals, the board contracted with a number of

organizations, including the Chicago Principals and Administrators Association, the Center for

School Improvement at the University of Chicago, and the Kellogg Graduate School of

Management, among others. Between July 1995 when the new board first took over, and June
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1996, 273 contracts were awarded to outside organizations to provide educational and professional

development services.

The reliance on consultants serves two functions. First, with sharp reductions in central

office staff, they are necessary if services are to be provided. In this case, they replace the services

once performed by central office staff. Second, outside consultants can be a source of new ideas.

They offer the system a way to experiment with a number of innovations without investing a large

amount of resources.

However, there are potential disadvantages to a strategy relying on consultants. First, this

strategy is likely to produce uneven service quality among schools. By definition there is no

guarantee of a system of good quality schools, since academic improvement depends on the

interactions between schools and their consultants. Additionally, it is difficult to translate what

works in one grade, one particular subject area, or one school to the system as a whole. The result

will be pockets of good quality programs in particular schools rather than improvements system-

wide. In this way, the reliance on consultants to deliver educational services may undermine the

administration's system-wide goals.

Second, the reliance on outside consultants may run into conflict with efforts to establish

system-wide standards and accountability. Currently, two approaches in the development of

educational policy are evident in the central office. The first is to collect models and programs

that define successful schools, curriculum, instruction, and professional development. The second

is to develop standards for what is expected and then hold the schools accountable to those

standards. Currently, both approaches are in operation. The model program approach is

exemplified by the contracting out for educational services to the schools and professional

development programs for teachers and principals. At the same time, the central office is

developing a set of standards for what students should know, a core curriculum, and assessments

that tie the curriculum to the standards. If system-wide standards are adopted, how does the

administration insure the outside service providers adhere to the standards? More fundamental,

how does the administration determine if the standards will remedy the problems in the schools?

There are already a number of standards for schools to meetlower truancy rates,

improve instruction, and reduce dropout rates. How can these goals be achieved? Finally, how



does the administration insure the schools have access to services that are productive and will help

them make changes?

Third, the district's reliance on professional development programs, educational programs,

and instructional models developed elsewhere may reflect the variation of academic needs and

perspectives on reform strategy within the Chicago district. However, it raises questions about

how these programs are selected and evaluated. There is a need for independent, outside

evaluation of these programs that is not connected to the contractors providing the service.

Finally, the focus on remediation may narrow the agenda to looking at short-term

instructional strategies designed to improve achievement. In particular, strategies that target the

improvement of IGAP scores as the primary goal are likely to be adopted.31 In the long run,

however, this approach may undermine the fundamental concern with improving teachers'

knowledge base and instructional practices. If system-wide improvement is to occur, the Chicago

schools must create ways to attract, develop, and support well-qualified teachers.

Professional Quality of Principals

Two issues regarding principals continue to confront the central administration. The first

is the question of entry, or how principals are selected. There is still tension between the central

administration and Local School Councils over the appointment of principals. As long as they

maintain a statutory role, the LSCs will approve the four-year principal's contract. At the same

time, the central office has developed a set of criteria for being a principal. It remains unclear how

the LSCs will incorporate these central guidelines into their selection process or how the central

office will implement these recruitment standards. One possibility is that principals will align

with LSCs to resist unwanted interference from the central office. The other possibility is that

LSCs will cooperate with the central office to standardize principal selection across sites.

Also at issue are the incentives at different points in the principals' career that determine

promotions or future career direction. Principals may try to win status as a "model" school and

garner popular support from those outside the school community. Essentially, it is a quasi-

political process as to who gets noticed, promoted, or given support. With loss of tenure, many

principals are pressured to become "quasi-politicians," with an interest in accumulating their own
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political capital. To gain a reputation, many principals "market" their schools through the media

or gain recognition as a successful fund-raiser through their ability to win grants and foundation

funding. More studies need to be done on this issue to determine the impact of "public relation"

success on LSC and central office judgment of principal performance and promotion.

As the administration increasingly focuses on improving test scores, principals' success

may become tied to schools' test scores. However, test scores are not diagnostic. They may

indicate that something is wrong, but not what the problem is. If schools hire someone who can

raise test scores, they may lack the knowledge and skills to deal with other things, such as

improving instruction or the ability to work with a highly unstable school population. Moreover,

they may be unable to sustain the improved test scores. Strategies beyond the improvement of test

scores need to be considered when hiring principals.

Enhancing the Quality of the Teaching Staff

Central to the success of the current administration in improving the quality of education

delivered to Chicago students is the quality of teachers. While recognizing that many of the

problems in the teaching profession go beyond what any single district can change, improvements

in learning are likely to encounter difficulties until adequate attention is given to the quality of the

teaching force. Efforts by the current administration to improve teaching have been limited to

narrowly defined areas, monitoring schools' staff development plans, and identifying individuals

doing an exemplary job and pairing them with other schools as mentors. While the latter may

recognize outstanding teachers, it rewards teachers by taking them out of the classroom. As with

educational services, there is a reliance on outside consultants and models developed elsewhere to

deliver services, and a focus on teachers whose students are not performing well.

To improve the quality of teaching, several strategies are suggested. First, the

administration needs to develop a teacher recruitment program that will seek out high level,

technically proficient personnel. This recruitment effort should look for teachers with subject area

competence. Currently, minimal attention is focused on teacher recruitment. Second, teachers

need to be trained in how to use student assessment information as a basis for the design of lesson

plans and instruction. The current approach has focused more on test taking skills than on how to



use assessment information. Third, the teachers' ability to choose, create, and evaluate curriculum

needs to be enhanced. Improving teachers' ability to pick a curriculum that is appropriate and, at

the same time, challenging, will facilitate student learning. Finally, the ability of teachers to take

advantage of professional development opportunities and to acquire the information they need to

improve curriculum and instruction and use technological innovations needs to be enhanced.

Professional development efforts for current teachers should also focus on developing a teacher's

competence in a particular subject area. To enhance professional development, institutional

collaboration merits attention. For example, building on the cooperative relationship between the

Chicago Teachers Union and the district is a starting point in thinking about improving the quality

of the teaching profession.

System Vulnerability to State Politics

Ultimate authority over the school system rests with the state legislature. In 1999 when

the current law expires, an opportunity arises for changes in the arrangements governing the

Chicago schools. This makes the current arrangements vulnerable to state politics. Given the

partisan and regional conflicts that often guide legislative policy decisions in Illinois, party control

of the state house may affect the future governance of the Chicago schools. Support for the

current system is uncertain, particularly given the changes in the makeup of the legislature

following the 1996 election.

Home district constituency becomes part of the decision making process affecting schools

by contributing to a particular point of view expressed by a legislator. Constituency

characteristics of the home districts of the four legislative leaders in 1990, as shown in Table 15,

illustrate some crucial differences. While the Senate Minority Leader's district is mostly black

and has a high percentage of the population that is poor, the other three districts are predominantly

white and have a lower poverty concentration. Leaders from a district with a homogenous,

suburban constituency have few incentives to respond to the needs of Chicago's low-income and

minority children.

Moreover, there is no clear benchmark as to what constitutes an improved Chicago

system. Therefore, current improvements could be deemed as "not good enough" or used to
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justify future legislative actions that don't support Chicago schools. The legislature could very

well argue, for example, that there is no need for additional state money for the Chicago schools

since they were able to live within their budget for four years. This ignores the problem of the

under-funding of the system as a whole.

CONCLUSION

Integrated governance holds promise as a strategy to improve urban school systems. It

reduces the competing authorities that tend to constrain urban schools, thereby allowing the board

and administration to implement their educational vision. Appointed administrators and board

members often have an advantage over elected officials because they bring their management

expertise to the school system. Moreover, they are less accountable to particular constituencies

and are, therefore, better able to put system-wide concerns above constituency demands.

Whether integrated governance can be widely adopted in other urban districts depends on

several conditions. First, the political capital of the mayor is a key element. There is nothing

inherent in the structure of the office of the mayor or mayoral leadership per se that insures this

framework would work elsewhere. Chicago's conditions are unique in that there is a powerful

mayor willing to put his electoral tenure on the line by taking charge of the city's schools, there is

a competent administration able to address the challenges of running a large school system, and

there are strong ties to the business community and the media that help minimize opposition.

Other big city mayors may not possess the political capital necessary to take on the task of

improving urban schools, or a political environment favorable to the implementation of a mayoral

form of integrated governance.

Second, the appointment of competent administrators and board members by the mayor is

a political process. Since personnel selection comes from city hall, leadership succession depends

on the judgment of the mayor. This in turn depends on the electorate that elects the mayor. There

is no guarantee that the current system of competence will continue past the current mayor or

could be replicated in another city.

Third, successful management of a big-city system is dependent on the top administration

using the authority and influence of the office effectively. This is the quality so often referred to



as leadership, but rarely defined. It extends beyond the authority of the office to include the

ability to influence others to adopt a particular way of thinking or doing things. It depends on the

ability of the top administrator to use both personal attributes and office resources to influence

others and communicate effectively. However, this skill, while immensely important, is the

hardest to institutionalize.

Finally, while the current administration has made tremendous strides in improving the

management and operations of the school system, there have been few educational improvements.

The managerial improvements that have been made are reflective of the new appointments made

to the central office. As previously noted, 73% of the new appointments in the central office were

made to operations, management, and fiscal positions. Clearly, going outside the usual

recruitment pool benefited the system by bringing in people with a different set of skills.

However, it is unclear how well these skills will transfer to improving the delivery of education

and whether running schools more efficiently will result in improved student achievement. Many

of the challenges we identified pertain to the delivery of educational services. To be sure, linkages

between the central office and teachers in the classrooms remain weak, and the strategy of

addressing the lowest performing schools neglects problems of curriculum and instruction system-

wide. The reliance on outside consultants, educational programs, and models demands a means to

insure the delivery of quality educational services. Indeed, many of the administration's strategies

(such as no promotion, placing schools on remediation and probation, and increased homework)

may appeal to particular constituency groups, but it is unclear how these initiatives will improve

teaching.

These concerns notwithstanding, integrated governance is a promising strategy.

Currently, Chicago is the only district where mayoral commitment is highly visible and where

political capital is used to improve the system. Further research is needed to better understand

how this can work in other urban districts and to identify the crucial components of the redesigned

system that are transferable.
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Institutions

TABLE 1
Chicago Public Schools Authority Structure

Pre 1995 Reform

Institutional Actors

Post 1995 Reform

Electoral

Policy

Administration

Organized
Interests

Legislature

Governor

Mayor

State Board

School Finance Authority

Inspector General

Board of Education
Public Building Commission
School Board Nominating Commission

Sub District Councils
Local School Councils

Superintendent & Chief Financial Officer

Central Office

Teachers' Union
Business

Community Organizations
Advocacy Groups
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Legislature

Governor

Mayor

State Board

Board of Trustees
Public Building Commission

LSC Advisory Board
Local School Councils

Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Education Officer & management team
Central Office
Inspector General
Academic Accountability Council

Teachers' Union

Business

Community Organizations

Advocacy Groups
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TABLE 2
New Appointments at Chicago Public Schools' Central Office

(July - December 1995)

City of
Chicago

Public
Agencies

Immediate Past Employers

Private
Non-Profit Sector CPS Total

Area # % # % # % # % # % # %
Education 12 100 12 26.6
Non -

Education 18 54.5 3 9.1 2 6.1 7 21.2 3 9.1 33 73.3

% of total 40% 6.6% 4.4% 15.5% 33.3% 100%

Source: Catalyst, September 1995; October 1995; November 1995; December 1995.
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TABLE 4
Board's Report Card on Selected Tasks

Difficulty Tasks/Duties of the CPS Board 7/95 s.e. 1/96 s.e.

Level 1 Champion the educational needs of Chicago 2.50 0.06 3.02 0.07
Promptly perform all governance
responsibilities 2.26 0.07 2.82 0.08

Level 2 Negotiate a contract that helps principals
succeed 2.14 0.06 2.75 0.08
React to educational & financial crises
constructively 2.00 0.06 2.62 0.08
Make sure resources go first to teaching
and learning 2.06 0.06 2.62 0.08

Level 3 Help LSCs with training and information 1.83 0.06 2.43 0.09
Persuade Illinois legislature to fund
Chicago schools 1.73 0.05 2.24 0.08

TABLE 5
Central Office's Report Card on Selected Tasks

Difficulty Tasks/Duties of the Central Office 7/95 s.e. 1/96 s.e.

Level 1 Enforce compliance with federal & state
mandates

2.48 0.07 2.88 0.08

Make schools safe for students 2.19 0.06 2.60 0.09

Level 2 Set serving schools as its top priority 2.12 0.06 2.54 0.09
Reduce administrative waste and over-
spending 2.12 0.06 2.53 0.08
Provide clear, timely, comprehensive
written reports 2.14 0.07 2.53 0.10
Help schools integrate the SIP with the
budget 1.97 0.06 2.44 0.08
Keep schools clean and well-maintained 1.99 0.06 2.41 0.09

Level 3 Manage real estate so its value increases 1.94 0.06 2.41 0.09
Plan ahead for the construction of buildings 1.96 0.06 2.39 0.09
Help LSCs with training and information 1.83 0.06 2.24 0.09
Help schools develop curricula 1.78 0.06 2.16 0.09
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TABLE 3
Mayor's Report Card on Selected Tasks

Difficulty Tasks/Duties of the Mayor 7/95 s.e. 1/96 s.e.

Level 1 Help Board, CTU agree on contract 2.76 0.06 3.11 0.08
Champion the educational needs of Chicago 236 0.06 2.96 0.08
Appoint qualified people to Chicago School
Board 231 0.06 2.92 0.07

Level 2 Articulate clear, realistic policy goals 2.17 0.06 2.61 0.08
React to educational & financial crises
constructively 2.12 0.06 2.52 0.08

Level 3 Help Board raise money for new schools 1.82 0.05 2.24 0.08
Persuade Illinois legislature to fund
Chicago schools 1.78 0.05 2.20 0.09
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TABLE 6
Monthly News Reports on Institutional Actors

Institutional Actors

Month
Central

Mayor Governor Admin CTU LSC
Advoc
Groups

Business Op-Ed
Groups Media

Aug 95 3 3 24 3 I 3 0 11

Sept 95 3 0 25 1 0 6 I 9

Oct 95 1 0 2 I I 4 1 2

Nov 95 1 0 11 1 0 3 0 3

Dec 95 0 I 17 0 2 5 0 5

Jan 96 1 7 21 1 4 5 2 13

Feb 96 0 1 19 1 5 3 1 4

Mar 96 3 9 13 0 2 8 1 10

April 96 3 5 12 1 12 4 3 20

May 96 2 2 19 1 0 I 2 7

Total 17 28 163 10 27 42 11 84

FIGURE 2
News Reports on Institutional Actors
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TABLE 7
News Reports on Major Issue Areas and Institutional Actors

Issues

Institutional Actors

Central
Mayor Governor Admin CTU LSC

Advoc Business Op-Ed
Groups Groups Media

Finance & Budget 4 17 15 0 0 7 3 18

Teacher Issues 1 0 5 4 0 2 2 5

Governance 3 6 43 1 26 13 1 20
Teaching & Learning 4 4 39 1 0 13 2 17

Facilities 5 0 16 1 0 1 1 3

Management 0 0 32 3 1 2 2 7

Assessment 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 1

Social Issues 0 1 8 0 0 3 0 13

Total 17 28 163 10 27 42 11 84



TABLE 8

Distribution of Funds by Revenue Sources

Source

State and Federal Categorical

Funds
(millions)

% of
total

Funds
(millions)

% of
total

Funds % of
(millions) total

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

State Chapter 1 $288.3 0.0% $331.3 11.4% $261.0 0.0%
Federal ESEA 158.9 5.8 160.3 5.5 149.9 5.6
Lunchroom 124.3 4.5 124.7 4.3 121.4 4.5
Other State 59.6 2.2 60.6 2. 1 44.4 1.7
Early Childhood 52.1 1.9 55.9 1.9 54.9 2.1.

Special Education 31.9 1.2 25.4 0.9 30.4 1.1

Bilingual 28.1 1.0 29.9 1.0 36.1 1.3
Other Federal 10.6 0.4 12.7 0.4 7.9 0.3
SubTotal 753.9 27.5 801.0 27.5 706.2 26.4

Source

Local Categorical
Funds

(millions)
% of
total

Funds
(millions)

% of
total

Funds
(millions)

% of
total

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

Public Bldg Comm $158.1 5.8% $167.1 5.7% $196.2 7.3%
Pensions 143.3 5.2 145.9 5.0
Tort Liability 66.9 2.4 71.1 2.4 85.6 3.2
Non-operating Fund 64.3 2.3 56.7 2.0 51.3 1.9
Textbooks 36.3 1.3 36.6 1.3

Playground Fund 22.3 0.8 23.7 0.8

Other 12.1 0.4
Medicare 14.8* 0.5 11.9 0.4

SubTotal 503.8 18.4 519.0 17.8 345.1 12.9

Source

General Funds
Funds

(millions)
% of
total

Funds
(millions)

% of
total

Funds % of
(millions) total

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

Basic Education $863.5 31.5% $912.9 31.3% $937.3 35.0%
Special Education 412.7 15.0 436.5 15.0 432.2 16.1

Building Fund 119.8 4.4 142.3 4.9 92.8 3.5
Desegregation 100.2 3.7 116.4 4.0 96.3 3.6
Other (11.2) -0.4 111.9 ** 42
Sub Total 1485.1 54.1 1596.8 54.7 1625.3 60.7

lotal 2,742.9 100% 2,916.9 100% 2,676.7 100%

Source: Chicago Public Schools, School Budget for Fiscal Year 1994-95; Chicago School Reform Board of
Trustees, 1995-96 Final Budget.
*Includes Agricultural Science School and Medicare.
**Includes AgriculturalScience School, Textbook Fund, Playground Fund, and Pension Fund
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TABLE 9
Characteristics of Elementary Schools on Remediation

School
Low Chronic

Income Mobility Truancy Black Hispanic

Brown* 93.2% 49.0% 8.0% 97.3% 2.0%
Calhoun N. 84.2 21.3 1.1 99.8 0.0
Curtis* 56.7 130.8 3.5 95.0 5.0
Dodge 97.3 40.3 1.7 99.5 0.5
Faraday 88.3 38.7 2.6 100.0 0.0
Fuller 99.1 26.8 19.3 100.0 0.0
Howland 99.0 25.5 0.6 97.0 3.0
Jenner 97.4 23.8 9.6 100.0 0.0
Lewis* 90.6 35.5 2.3 91.0 8.1
Libby 91.5 54.6 2.0 93.7 6.2
Medi 11 90.2 20.6 0.0 100.0 0.0
Paderewski 92.1 27.4 11.7 95.7 4.0
Parkman 95.6 31.5 15.1 98.5 1.5
Revere 93.5 23.4 1.3 99.8 0.2
Ryerson 98.3 23.1 5.0 99.7 0.3
Sex ton 89.6 40.1 0.8 100.0 0.0
Smyth 96.4 24.2 23.2 100.0 0.0
Tilton* 96.3 20.9 19.6 99.5 0.1
Von Humboldt 97.6 35.8 8.3 31.0 66.8
W. Pullman* 87.0 68.0 2.1 100.0 0.0
Mean 91.7 38.1 6.9 94.6 4.9
All Elem
Schools 80.6 26.8 3.2 55.1 30.4

Source: The Chicago Panel on School Policy, Chicago Public School
Data Book School Year 1993-94. (Chicago: Author, 1995).
*Indicates school placed on remediation under the previous CPS
administration. Remediation list provided by the CPS Office of
Accountablilityand current as of July 3, 1996.
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TABLE 10
Characteristics of High Schools on Remediation

School
Low Drop-

Income Mobility out
Chronic
Truancy Black Hispanic

Austin* 63.7% 44.4% 27.9% 72.1% 100.0% 0.0%
Clemente 74.4 28.9 20.4 61.7 11.5 84.4

Crane 74.8 41.8 8.9 63.8 99.4 0.4

Englewood 85.9 31.9 11.1 58.8 100.0 0.0

King 77.4 28.5 5.3 53.1 100.0 0.0

Lake View 78.2 21.6 15.1 51.5 17.9 63.0

Off 74.6 23.2 11.4 66.4 95.4 4.3

South Shore 62.4 24.2 4.8 59.0 100.0 0.0

Mean 73.9 30.6 13.1 60.8 78.0 19.0

All High
Schools

69.3 26.7 12.6 44.9 57.0 27.5

Source: The Chicago Panel on School Policy, Chicago Public School Data Book
School Year 1993-94, 1995.
*Indicates school placed on remediation under the previous CPS administration.
Remediation list provided by the CPS Office of Accountablilityand current as of
July 3, 1996.
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TABLE 11

Staff Reduction at the Central Office

Category
School Year

94-95 95-96
Change

#
Central Operations
Service Administration 1201.00 1102.50 -98.50 -8.20

City-Wide Administration 878.20 451.40 -426.80 -48.60

City-Wide Support 1201.65 1094.94 -106.71 -8.88

District Offices 174.60 91.00 -631.66 -19.25

Total Admin. Units 3455.45 2739.84 -715.61 -20.71

Source: Chicago Public Schools Annual Budget, 1994 -95; 1995-96.
Calculations are our own.
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TABLE 13
Sources of School Revenue in Illinois

Year State Local Federal
1987 41.8% 50.9% 7.3
1988 39.0 53.2 7.9

1989 37.8 54.2 8.0

1990 39.4 53.1 7.5

1991 37.7 54.5 7.8

1992 35.2 57.0 7.8

1993 33.4 58.4 8.3

1994 32.9 58.8 8.2

1995 32.2 58.7 9.2

Source: Illinois State Board of Education, State
Local, and Federal Financing for Illinois Public
Schools (Springfield: ISBE, 1996).
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TABLE 12
Integrated Governance: Functions, Challenges & Issues

Functions Challenges Issues to be addressed

Facilitate policy
coordination and reduce
institutional fragmentation

Enhance financial and
managerial functions
systemwide

Assist failing schools

Routinize the coordination
of policy among various
actors

Develop and implement
incentives for professional
competence

Address competing
demands on resources
Enhance systemwide
policy to improve teaching
and learning

Broaden political support Vulnerability to state
politics

Institutionalize leadership

Maintain a pool of
competent administrators

Provide long-term support
to failing schools
Establish linkages across
layers of system

Facilitate systemwide
capacity building
Improve teacher
recruitment practices
Hire good-quality principals

Adapt to political change in
the state legislature



TABLE 14
Central Office Staffing Patterns in Curriculum, Instruction &

Professional Development, Chicago Public Schools

Office

School Year

88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 88 vs.96

Funded Programs 59 121 88 44 45 28 30 42 -17
Equal Educational
Opportunity 33 23 24 6 5 5 8 8 -25

Academic Support 7 5 7 8 8 7 7 7 0
Curriculum 125 110 112 53 0 0 0 0 -125
Instructional
Support 0 0 0 0 66 51 65 34 34
Vocational &
Technical Ed 118 122 68 52 0 0 0 0 -118
Language &
Cultural Ed 36 39 37 35 31 29 20 18 -18

Professional
Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 41 41

Early Childhood
Development 26 28 28 30 32 32 31 30 4
Education Service
Center 6 0 25 8 9 14 14 14 0 0

Total 404 471 371 237 201 166 197 180 -224

% change 16.6 -21.1 -36.2 -15.4 -17.8 19 -8.6 -55.4

Source: Chicago Public Schools Annual Budget, 1988-89; 1989-90; 1990-91; 1991-92;

1992-93; 1993-94; 1994-95; 1995-96. Calculations are our own.
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TABLE 15
Characteristics of Legislative Leaders' Home

Districts, 1990

Daniels Philip Jones Madigan
Voting Age Population 73,382 145,035 143,167 76,077
White (%) 86.6 87.3 32.8 94.0
Black (%) 0.6 1.1 64.4 0.1
Hispanic (%) 8.8 6.4 2.4 5.1
Asian (%) 3.8 5.1 0.3 0.7

Median Family Income $48,190 $50,543 $39,905 $40,457
Total families 25,965 51,763 47,841 26,697

Below Poverty (%) 2.1 2.2 9.1 2.9
Children<5 (%) 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.3
Children 5-17 (%) 0.8 0.9 3.6 1.0

Female Head (%) 0.9 1.1 6.1 1.2

Total Population 96,869 193,739 193,739 96,869

under 6 (%) 8.5 8.7 8.5 7.3

6 to 18 (%) 17.1 17.8 19.2 15.4

65 and over (%) 10.1 8.8 11.8 18.5

Population Employed 53,854 109,803 85,852 46,566
Prof/Public Admin (%) 15.7 16.6 36.2 22.8

Manufacturing (%) 24.7 23.0 12.5 19.3

Retail (%) 16.9 16.6 13.3 18.0

Transportn/Commn (%) 9.9 10.4 12.9 11.6

Finan/Insur/Real Est (%) 7.6 8.3 8.8 8.3
Other (%) 9.5 9.5 8.5 8.2

Housing Units 34,636 70,980 64,993 36,525
Median Value $118,806 $123,414 $71,768 $83,982
Owner Occupied (%) 71.7 72.5 71.6 80.3

Source: Jack R. Van Der Silk, ed., Almanac of Illinois Politics, 1996.
Springfield, Illinois: Institute for Public Affairs, University of Illinois at
Springfield, 1996.
Note: In 1996, Lee Daniels was the Speaker of the House, and Michael
Madigan was the House Minority Leader; Pate Phillips was the Senate
Majority Leader and Emil Jones, Jr., Senate Minority Leader.



NOTES

1 Kenneth K. Wong, Robert Dreeben, Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., Robert Meyer and Gail L.
Sunderman, "System-wide Governance in the Chicago Public Schools: Findings and
Recommendations for Institutional Redesign," in Kenneth K. Wong, ed., Advances in Educational
Policy Vol. 2: Rethinking School Reform in Chicago (Greenwich, Connecticut: JAI Press, Inc.,
1996).

2Kenneth K. Wong and Mark H. Moulton, "Developing Institutional Performance
Indicators for Chicago Schools: Conceptual and Methodological Issues Considered," in Kenneth
K. Wong, ed., Advances in Educational Policy Vol. 2: Rethinking School Reform in Chicago
(Greenwich, Connecticut: JAI Press, Inc., 1996).

3The response rate for the questionnaires was approximately 35%. Thirty-nine respondents
returned the 1993-95 questionnaire, thirty-two returned the 1995-96 questionnaire. The panel of
raters does not constitute a "representative sample" as they are not sampled from any clearly
defined population, and the response rate suggests respondents are largely self-selected. However,
the measurement technique useda 3-Facet Rasch Modelmitigates the need for a representative
sample. See Wong and Moulton, 1996, for details on the measurement technique.

4Selection of topics covered is not random and may depend on the selection criteria used
by the editorial board and news bureaus. It may exaggerate or under-report the extent to which
certain actors engage in particular activities.

5Kenneth K. Wong and Gail L. Sunderman, "Redesigning Accountability at the System-
Wide Level: The Politics of School Reform in Chicago, in Kenneth K. Wong, ed., Advances in
Educational Policy Vol. 2: Rethinking School Reform in Chicago (Greenwich, Connecticut: JAI
Press, Inc., 1996).

6State Chapter 1 is state aid allocated to districts based on the concentration of students in
poverty.

7Illinois State Assembly, Chicago School Reform Amendatory Act, Pub. L. 89-0015, 1995.
8 The School Code of Illinois, 1996 Section 34-18, para. 30.

9Chicago School Reform Board Meeting, December 20, 1995, report no. 95-1220-PR75.
10The mayor, board, and central office are significantly above the 2.5 threshold, which

separates satisfactory from unsatisfactory performance. For a more detailed analysis, see Kenneth
K. Wong and Mark H. Moulton, "Governance Report Cards: Accountability in the Chicago Public
School System", a revised version of a paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, New York City, April 1996.

1 IDesigns for Change, Chicago Principals: Changing of the Guard (Chicago: author,
1990).

I2Chicago School Reform Board Meeting, September 27, 1995, report no. 95-0927-P01.
13The LSC at Prosser was dissolved in October, 1995 (see, Chicago School Reform Board

Meeting, October, 1995, report no. 95-1025-EX2) and the Hale LSC in March, 1996 (see Chicago
School Reform Board Meeting, March 27, 1996, report no. 96-0327-EX2).

"Chicago School Reform Board Meeting, March 27, 1996, report no. 96-0327-EX2.
15Chicago Tribune, April 24, 1996.
16The School Code of Illinois, 1996, Section 34-3.3.

17Ibid., Section 34-8.
I8Chi Sun-Times, 1-27-96.
19Central Office Interview, February 15, 1996.

20Chicago School Reform Board Meeting, December 20, 1995, report nos. 95-1220-PR87,
PR88, PR89, PR90, PR91, PR92, PR93, PR94.
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21Chicago Tribune, August 10, 1995.
22Chicago Tribune, November 14, 1995; Chicago Sun-Times, November 14, 1995.
23Central Office Interview, February 20, 1996.
24Central Office Interview, January 29, 1996.
25Gregory P. Anthony and G. Alan Hickrod, "Toward a State School Finance Report Card:

A Research Note," Journal of Education Finance, vol. 18, no. 3 (Winter 1993), p. 281-285.
26Elementary School Principal Interview, April 17, 1996.
27Elementary School Principal Interview, March 12, 1996.
28Contracts were awarded to the University of Chicago Center for School Improvement,

DePaul University Center for Urban Education, Malcolm X College, North Central Regional
Educational Laboratory, Small Schools Workshop at the University of Illinois at Chicago, Quality
Schools Seminars, Ltd., Northeastern Illinois University, and Loyola University. See Chicago
School Reform Board Meeting, December 20, 1995, report nos. 95-1220-PR87 to 95-1220-PR 94.

29Chicago School Reform Board Meeting, September 27, 1995, report no. 95-0927-PR34.

"Chicago School Reform Board Meeting, February 28, 1996, report no. 96-0228-PR37.
31Indeed, the Board of Trustees awarded $2,053,333 to DePaul University for the School

Achievement Structure Program "to improve student achievement in the Chicago Public Schools
as measured by the Illinois Goal Assessment Program, Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Tests of
Achievement and Proficiency, American College Testing and Scholastic Aptitude Test." Chicago
School Reform Board Meeting, February 28, 1996, report no. 96-0228-PR37.
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needed in improving educational practice.
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